
 

Sapling Class Newsletter: Summer 1 
 

Welcome back! 

Hope you all had a lovely Easter and a well-rested break. It is great to see the 

children back in school; settling in well and working hard.  

 

Our theme for this half term is ‘Emergency!’ 

 

Our first two weeks of PE will include swimming in our pop-up pool on the field. 

Dates and requirements for these sessions will be written in your child’s Home-

School Diary. We will then be moving onto the topic of Games, where PE 

sessions will continue to be on a Monday. We will be learning to throw 

underarm and catch using scarves and balls. 

In Literacy, we will be exploring and learning about non-fiction texts. We will be 

exploring sensory elements, lifting flaps, matching pictures, and beginning to 

know that non-fiction books contain information and facts.  

In Expressive Arts and Design our focus is dressing up and role playing a range 

of emergency services.  

Understanding the World will consist of exploring different materials and 

investigations. Alongside this, we will be looking at different types of weather 

and the four seasons. 

Our Maths focus will include Size. We will be exploring contrasting sized objects, 

big/small body movements, and sorting objects/pictures into categories. In 

Number, we will be learning about sharing quantities. 

We will be learning how to use a microwave in Cooking to make sweet treats! 

 

Please keep checking Tapestry to see the learning your children are enjoying. 

We love seeing any special moments at home so please share these with us too. 

 

Reminder – please can all clothing, coats, hats, shoes, bags, lunch boxes and 

drink bottles be labelled with your child’s name. Thank you. 

 

Please contact us if you have any queries or concerns. 

We are looking forward to this half term, 

 

Zoe, Nazish, Louise and Kelly 

 


